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1 INTRODUCTION 51 

The Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) initiative (http://www.sdmx.org) 52 
sets standards that can facilitate the exchange of statistical data and metadata using 53 
modern information technology, with an emphasis on aggregated data. 54 
 55 
There are several sections to the SDMX Technical Specification: 56 
 57 

1. The SDMX Information Model - the information model on which syntax-specific 58 
implementations described in the other sections are based.  This document 59 
includes as appendixes a UML tutorial and a tutorial for those who are 60 
unfamiliar with key families as a way of describing statistical data structures. 61 
This document is not normative. 62 

 63 
2. SDMX-EDI - the EDIFACT format for exchange of SDMX-structured data and 64 

metadata.  This document contains normative sections describing the use of 65 
the UN/EDIFACT syntax in SDMX messages. This document has normative 66 
sections. 67 

 68 
3. SDMX-ML - the XML format for the exchange of SDMX-structured data and 69 

metadata. This document has normative sections describing the use of the 70 
XML syntax in SDMX messages, and is accompanied by a set of XML 71 
schemas and sample XML document instances. This document has normative 72 
sections. 73 

 74 
4. The SDMX Registry Specification provides for a central registry of information 75 

about available data and reference metadata, and for a repository containing 76 
structural metadata and provisioning information. This specification defines the 77 
basic services offered by the SDMX Registry: registration of data and 78 
metadata; querying for data and metadata; and subscription/notification 79 
regarding updates to the registry. This document has normative sections. 80 

 81 
5. The SDMX Implementor’s Guide – this is a guide to help those who wish to use 82 

the SDMX specifications. It includes reference material for the use of the SDMX 83 
Information Model; a section describing the expressive differences of the 84 
various messages and syntaxes; and provides some best practices for 85 
assigning identifiers and designing key families. This document is not 86 
normative. 87 

 88 
6. Web Services Guidelines – this is a guide for those who wish to implement 89 

SDMX using web-services technologies. It places an emphasis on those 90 
aspects of web-services technologies (including, but not requiring, an SDMX-91 
conformant registry) which will work regardless of the development 92 
environment or platform used to create the web services, and recommends the 93 
use of the WS-I version 1.1 specification. This document is not normative. 94 

 95 

2 CHANGES FROM VERSION 1.0 96 

The 2.0 version of this standard represents a significant increase in scope, and also 97 
provides more complete support in those areas covered in the version 1.0 98 
specification. Version 2.0 of this standard is backward-compatible with version 1.0, so 99 
that existing implementations can be easily migrated to conformance with version 2.0.  100 
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 101 
Note that the idea of backward-compatibility in the standards is based on the 102 
information model. In this release, some non-backward-compatible changes have 103 
been made to the SDMX-ML formats. The same set of information required to use 104 
version 1.0 of the specification will permit the use of the same features in the version 105 
2.0 specifications, however. Thus, a key family is easily translated from version 1.0 to 106 
version 2.0, without requiring any new information regarding structures, etc. There 107 
have been no changes to the SDMX-EDI format. 108 
 109 
The changes can be briefly summarized: 110 
 111 

• In addition to describing and specifying data structures and formats (along with 112 
related structural metadata), the version 2.0 specification also provides for the 113 
exchange of metadata which is distinct from the structural metadata in the 1.0 114 
version. This category includes “reference” metadata (regarding data quality, 115 
methodology, and similar types – it can be configured by the user to include 116 
whatever concepts require reporting); metadata related to data provisioning 117 
(release calendar information, description of the data and metadata provided, 118 
etc.); and metadata relevant to the exchange of categorization schemes.  119 

• Provision is made in the 2.0 standard for standard communication with registry 120 
services, to support a data-sharing model of statistical exchange. These 121 
services include registration of data and metadata, querying of registered data 122 
and metadata, and subscription/notification. 123 

• The support for exchange of statistical data and related structural metadata 124 
has been expanded. Some support is provided for qualitative data; data cube 125 
structures are described; hierarchical code lists are supported; relationships 126 
between data structures can be expressed, providing support for extensibility 127 
of data structures; and the description of functional dependencies within cubes 128 
are supported. 129 

 130 

3 PROCESSES AND BUSINESS SCOPE 131 

3.1 Process Patterns 132 
SDMX identifies three basic process patterns regarding the exchange of statistical data 133 
and metadata. These can be described as follows:  134 
 135 

1. Bilateral exchange: All aspects of the exchange process are agreed between 136 
counterparties, including the mechanism for exchange of data and metadata, 137 
the formats, the frequency or schedule, and the mode used for communications 138 
regarding the exchange. This is perhaps the most common process pattern.  139 

 140 
2. Gateway exchange: Gateway exchanges are an organized set of bilateral 141 

exchanges, in which several data and metadata sending organizations or 142 
individuals agree to exchange the collected information with each other in a 143 
single, known format, and according to a single, known process. This pattern 144 
has the effect of reducing the burden of managing multiple bilateral exchanges 145 
(in data and metadata collection) across the sharing organizations/individuals. 146 
This is also a very common process pattern in the statistical area, where 147 
communities of institutions agree on ways to gain efficiencies within the scope 148 
of their collective responsibilities. 149 
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 150 
3. Data-sharing exchange: Open, freely available data formats and process 151 

patterns are known and standard. Thus, any organization or individual can use 152 
any counterparty’s data and metadata (assuming they are permitted access to 153 
it). This model requires no bilateral agreement, but only requires that data and 154 
metadata providers and consumers adhere to the standards. 155 

 156 
This document specifies the SDMX standards designed to facilitate exchanges based 157 
on any of these process patterns, and shows how SDMX offers advantages in all 158 
cases. It is possible to agree bilaterally to use a standard format (such as SDMX-EDI 159 
or SDMX-ML); it is possible for data senders in a gateway process to use a standard 160 
format for data exchange with each other, or with any data providers who agree to do 161 
so; it is possible to agree to use the full set of SDMX standards to support a common 162 
data-sharing process of exchange, whether based on an SDMX-conformant registry or 163 
some other architecture.  164 
 165 
The standards specified here specifically support a data-sharing process based on the 166 
use of central registry services. Registry services provide visibility into the data and 167 
metadata existing within the community, and support the access and use of this data 168 
and metadata by providing a set of triggers for automated processing. The data itself is 169 
not stored in a central registry – these services merely provide a useful set of metadata 170 
about the data (and additional metadata) in a known location, so that 171 
users/applications can easily locate and obtain whatever data and/or metadata is 172 
registered. The use of standards for all data, metadata, and the registry services 173 
themselves is ubiquitous, permitting a high level of automation within a data-sharing 174 
community. 175 
 176 
It should be pointed out that these different process models are not mutually exclusive 177 
– a single system capable of expressing data and metadata in SDMX-conformant 178 
formats could support all three scenarios. Different standards may be applicable to 179 
different processes (for example, many registry services interfaces are used only in a 180 
data-sharing scenario) but all have a common basis in a shared information model. 181 
 182 
In addition to looking at collection and reporting, it is also important to consider the 183 
dissemination of data. Data and metadata – no matter how they are exchanged 184 
between counterparties in the process of their development and creation – are all 185 
eventually supplied to an end user of some description. Often, this is through specific 186 
applications inside of institutions. But more and more frequently, data and metadata 187 
are also published on websites in various formats. The dissemination of data and its 188 
accompanying metadata on the web is a focus of the SDMX standards. Standards for 189 
statistical data and metadata allow improvements in the publication of data – it 190 
becomes more easily possible to process a standard format once the data is obtained, 191 
and the data and metadata are linked together, making the comprehension and further 192 
processing of the data easier. 193 
 194 
In discussions of statistical data, there are many aspects of its dissemination which 195 
impact data quality: data discovery, ease of use, and timeliness. SDMX standards 196 
provide support for all of these aspects of data dissemination. Standard data formats 197 
promote ease of use, and provide links to relevant metadata. The concept of registry 198 
services means that data and metadata can more easily be discovered.  Timeliness is 199 
improved throughout the data lifecycle by increases in efficiency, promoted through the 200 
availability of metadata and ease of use. 201 
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 202 
It is important to note that SDMX is primarily focused on the exchange and 203 
dissemination of statistical data and metadata. There may also be many uses for the 204 
standard model and formats specified here in the context of internal processing of data 205 
that are not concerned with the exchange between organizations and users, however. 206 
It is felt that a clear, standard formatting of data and metadata for the purposes of 207 
exchange and dissemination can also facilitate internal processing by organizations 208 
and users, but this is not the focus of the specification.  209 

3.2 SDMX and Process Automation 210 
Statistical data and metadata exchanges employ many different automated processes, 211 
but some are of more general interest than others. There are some common 212 
information technologies that are nearly ubiquitous within information systems today. 213 
SDMX aims to provide standards that are most useful for these automated processes 214 
and technologies.  215 
 216 
Briefly, these can be described as: 217 
 218 

1. Batch Exchange of Data and Metadata: The transmission of whole or partial 219 
databases between counterparties, including incremental updating.  220 

 221 
2. Provision of Easily Processable Data and Metadata on the Internet: Internet 222 

technology - including its use in private or semi-private TCP/IP networks - is 223 
extremely common. This technology includes XML and web services as 224 
primary mechanisms for automating data and metadata provision, as well as 225 
the more traditional static HTML and database-driven publishing.  226 

 227 
3. Generic Processes: While many applications and processes are specific to 228 

some set of data and metadata, other types of automated services and 229 
processes are designed to handle any type of statistical data and metadata 230 
whatsoever. This is particularly true in cases where portal sites and data feeds 231 
are made available on the Internet.  232 

 233 
4. Presentation and Transformation of Data: In order to make data and metadata 234 

useful to consumers, they must support automated processes that transform 235 
them into application-specific processing formats, other standard formats, and 236 
presentational formats. Although not strictly an aspect of exchange, this type of 237 
automated processing represents a set of requirements that must be supported 238 
if the information exchange between counterparties is itself to be supported. 239 

 240 
The SDMX standards specified here are designed to support the requirements of all of 241 
these automation processes and technologies. 242 
 243 

3.3 Statistical Data and Metadata 244 
To avoid confusion about which "data" and "metadata" are the intended content of the 245 
SDMX formats specified here, a statement of scope is offered. Statistical "data" are 246 
sets of often numeric observations which typically have time associated with them. 247 
They are associated with a set of metadata values, representing specific concepts, 248 
which act as identifiers and descriptors of the data. These metadata values and 249 
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concepts can be understood as the named dimensions of a multi-dimensional co-250 
ordinate system, describing what is often called a "cube" of data. 251 
 252 
SDMX identifies a standard technique for modelling, expressing, and understanding 253 
the structure of this multi-dimensional "cube", allowing automated processing of data 254 
from a variety of sources. This approach is widely applicable across types of data and 255 
attempts to provide the simplest and most easily comprehensible technique that will 256 
support the exchange of this broad set of data and related metadata.  257 
 258 
The SDMX standards offer a common model and formats which support the exchange 259 
of any type of statistical data meeting the definition above; an attempt has been made 260 
to optimize formats based on the specific requirements of each implementation, as 261 
described below in the SDMX-ML section.  262 
 263 
The term "metadata" is very broad indeed. A distinction can be made between 264 
“structural” metadata – those concepts used in the description and identification of 265 
statistical data and metadata – and “reference” metadata – the larger set of concepts 266 
that describe and qualify statistical data sets and processing more generally, and 267 
which are often associated not with specific observations or series of data, but with 268 
entire collections of data or even the institutions which provide that data. 269 
 270 
The SDMX Information Model provides for the structuring not only of data, but also of 271 
“reference” metadata. While these reference metadata structures exist independent of 272 
the data and its structural metadata, they are often linked. The SDMX Information 273 
Model provides for the attachment of reference metadata to any part of the data or 274 
structural metadata, as well as for the reporting and exchange of the reference 275 
metadata and its structural descriptions. This function of the SDMX standards is 276 
intended to support many aspects of data quality initiatives, allowing as it does for the 277 
exchange of metadata in its broadest sense, of which quality-related metadata is a 278 
major part. 279 
 280 
Metadata is also associated, not only with data, but also with the process of providing 281 
and managing the flow of data. The SDMX Information Model provides for a set of 282 
metadata concerned with “data provisioning” – metadata which is useful to those who 283 
need to understand the content and form of a data provider’s output. Each data 284 
provider can describe in standard fashion the content of and dependencies within the 285 
data- and metadata sets which they produce, and supply information about the 286 
scheduling and mechanism by which their data and metadata is provided. This allows 287 
for automation of some validation and control functions, as well as supporting 288 
management of data reporting. 289 
 290 
SDMX also recognizes the importance of classification schemes in organizing and 291 
managing the exchange and dissemination of data and metadata. It is possible to 292 
express information about classification schemes and domain categories in SDMX, 293 
along with their relationships to data and metadata sets. 294 
 295 
The formal objects in the information model are presented briefly below, but are also 296 
discussed in more detail elsewhere in this specification. 297 
 298 

3.4 The SDMX View of Statistical Exchange 299 
 300 
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Version 1.0 of ISO/TS 17369 SDMX covered statistical data sets and the metadata 301 
related to the structure of these data sets - "key families". This scope was useful in 302 
supporting the different models of statistical exchange (bilateral exchange, gateway 303 
exchange, and data-sharing) but was not by itself sufficient to support them 304 
completely. Version 2.0 provides a much more complete view of statistical exchange, 305 
so that an open data-sharing model can be fully supported, and other models of 306 
exchange can be more completely automated. In order to produce technical standards 307 
that will support this increased scope, the SDMX Information Model provides a broader 308 
set of formal objects which describe the actors, processes, and resources within 309 
statistical exchanges. 310 
 311 
It is important to understand the set of formal objects not only in a technical sense, 312 
however, but also in terms of what they represent in the real-world exchange of 313 
statistical data and metadata.  314 
 315 
The first version of SDMX provided for data sets - specific statistical data reported 316 
according to a specific structure, for a specific time range - and for key families (data 317 
structure definitions) - the metadata which describes the structure of statistical data 318 
sets. These are important objects in statistical exchanges, and are retained and 319 
enhanced in the second version of the standards in a backward-compatible form. A 320 
related object in statistical exchanges is the "data flow" - this is the on-going 321 
publication of a data set, as new observations are added to the existing ones, or as 322 
subsequent data sets with the same subject and structure are published. "Data flows" 323 
can be understood as data sets which are not bounded by time. Data structures are 324 
owned and maintained by agencies - in a similar fashion, data flows are published by 325 
"data providers", and owned by maintenance agencies. 326 
 327 
Version 2.0 – like version 1.0 – allows for the publication of statistical data (and the 328 
related structural metadata) but it also provides for the standard, systematic 329 
representation of reference metadata. Reference metadata is any metadata which is 330 
reported not as an integral part of a data set, but independent of the statistical data. 331 
SDMX provides for reference "metadata sets", for "metadata structure definitions", and 332 
also for "metadata flows". These objects are very similar to data sets, key families 333 
(data structure definitions), and data flows, but they concern reference metadata rather 334 
than statistical data. In the same way that data providers may publish statistical data, 335 
they may also publish reference metadata. Metadata structural definitions are 336 
maintained by agencies in a fashion similar to the way that agencies maintain key 337 
families, the structural definitions of data sets. 338 
 339 
The structural definitions of both data and reference metadata associate specific 340 
statistical concepts with their representations, whether textual, coded, etc. In SDMX 341 
version 2.0, these concepts are taken from a "concept scheme" which is maintained by 342 
a specific agency. Concept schemes group a set of concepts, provide their definitions 343 
and names, and allow for semantic relationships to be expressed, when some 344 
concepts are specializations of others. It is possible for a single concept scheme to be 345 
used both for data structures - key families - and for reference metadata structures.   346 
 347 
Inherent in any statistical exchange – and in many dissemination activities - is a 348 
concept of "service level agreement", even if this is not formalized or made explicit. 349 
SDMX incorporates this idea in objects termed "provision agreements". Data providers 350 
may provide data to many different data flows. Data flows may incorporate data 351 
coming from more than one data provider. Provision agreements are the objects which 352 
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tell you which data providers are supplying what data to which data flows. The same is 353 
true for metadata flows. 354 
 355 
Provision agreements allow for a variety of information to be made available: the 356 
schedule by which statistical data or metadata is reported or published, the specific 357 
topics about which data or metadata is reported within the theoretically possible set of 358 
data (as described by a key family or reference metadata structure definition), and the 359 
time period covered by the statistical data and metadata. This set of information is 360 
termed "constraints" in the SDMX Information Model. Constraints are associated with 361 
data providers (typically the schedules and time periods for their data), with data flows 362 
(typically describing the topics covered), and on the provision agreement (where a full 363 
description of time-related constraints and topical coverage is given). 364 
 365 
A brief summary of those objects includes: 366 
 367 

• Data Set: Data is organized into discrete sets, which include particular 368 
observations for a specific period of time. A data set can be understood as a 369 
collection of similar data, sharing a structure, which covers a fixed period of 370 
time. 371 

• Key Family (Data Structure Definition): Each data set has a set of structural 372 
metadata. These descriptions are referred to in SDMX as “key families”, which 373 
include information about how concepts are associated with the measures, 374 
dimensions, and attributes of a data “cube,” along with information about the 375 
representation of data and related identifying and descriptive (structural) 376 
metadata. 377 

• Codelists: A code list is a maintained list of codes that may be used in a key 378 
family or metadata structure definition. Codelists enumerate a set of values to 379 
be used in the representation of dimensions, attributes, and other structural 380 
parts of SDMX. They can be supplemented by metadata which indicates how 381 
codes are organized into hierarchies. 382 

• Metadata Set: A reference metadata set is a set of information regarding 383 
almost any object within the formal SDMX view of statistical exchange: they 384 
may describe the maintainers of data or structural definitions; they may 385 
describe the schedule on which data is released; they may describe the flow of 386 
a single type of data over time; they may describe the quality of data, etc. In 387 
SDMX, the creators of reference metadata may take whatever concepts they 388 
are concerned with, or obliged to report, and provide a reference metadata set 389 
containing that information. 390 

• Metadata Structure Definition: A reference metadata set also has a set of 391 
structural metadata which describes how it is organized. This metadata 392 
identifies what reference metadata concepts are being reported, how these 393 
concepts relate to each other (typically as hierarchies), what their 394 
presentational structure is, how they may be represented (as free text, as 395 
coded values, etc.), and with which formal SDMX object types they are 396 
associated. 397 

• Maintenance Agency: In SDMX, an organization which creates and maintain 398 
the structural definitions for data and metadata are called maintenance 399 
agencies. Every key family and code list, for example, has an agency.  400 

• Dataflow Definition: In SDMX, data sets are reported or disseminated 401 
according to a data flow definition. The data flow definition identifies the key 402 
family and may be associated with one or more subject matter domains (this 403 
facilitates the search for data according to organised category schemes). 404 
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Constraints, in terms of reporting periodicity or sub set of possible keys that are 405 
allowed in a data set, may be attached to the data flow definition. 406 

• Metadataflow Definition: A metadata flow definition is very similar to a data 407 
flow definition, but describes, categorises, and constrains metadata sets. 408 

• Data Provider: An organization which produces data or reference metadata is 409 
termed a data provider. 410 

• Provision Agreement: The set of information which describes the way in 411 
which data sets and metadata sets are provided by a data provider. A provision 412 
agreement can be constrained in much the same way as a data or metadata 413 
flow definition. Thus, a data provider can express the fact that it provides a 414 
particular data flow covering a specific set of countries and topics, with a 415 
particular publication schedule. Importantly, the actual source of registered data 416 
or metadata is attached to the provision agreement (in terms of a URL). The 417 
term “agreement” is used because this information can be understood as the 418 
basis of a “service-level agreement”. In SDMX, however, this is informational 419 
metadata to support the technical systems, as opposed to any sort of 420 
contractual information (which is outside the scope of a technical specification).  421 

• Constraints: Constraints describe a subset of a data set or metadata set, and 422 
may also provide information about scheduled releases of data. They are 423 
associated with data providers, provision agreements, and data flows.  424 

• Category Scheme: Categorization schemes are made up of a hierarchy of 425 
categories, which in SDMX may include any type of useful classification for the 426 
organization of data and metadata.   427 

• Concept Scheme: A concept scheme is a maintained list of concepts that are 428 
used in key family and metadata structure definitions. There can be many such 429 
concept schemes. A “core” representation of the concept can be specified (e.g. 430 
a core code list, or other representation such as “date”). Note that this core 431 
representation can be overridden in the key family or metadata structure 432 
definition that uses the concept. Indeed, organisations wishing to remain with 433 
version 1.0 key family schema specifications will continue to declare the 434 
representation in the key family definition. 435 

• Structure Set: Structure sets provide a mechanism for grouping structural 436 
metadata together to form a complete description of the relationships between 437 
specific, related sets of data and metadata. They can be used to map 438 
dimensions and attributes to one another, to map concepts, to map codelists, 439 
and to map category schemes. They can be used to describe “cubes” of data, 440 
even when the data within the cube does not share a single dimensionality. 441 

• Reporting Taxonomy: A reporting taxonomy allows an organisation to link 442 
(possibly in a hierarchical way) a number of cube or data flow definitions which 443 
together form a complete “report” of data or metadata. This supports primary 444 
reporting which often comprises multiple cubes of heterogeneous data, but may 445 
also support other collection and reporting functions. 446 

• Process: The process class provides a way to model statistical processes as a 447 
set of interconnected process steps. Although not central to the exchange and 448 
dissemination of statistical data and metadata, having a shared description of 449 
processing allows for the interoperable exchange and dissemination of 450 
reference metadata sets which describe processes-related concepts. 451 

3.4.1 Notes on Data Structuring 452 
 453 
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A “cube” is a rich, multi-dimensional construct, which can be viewed along any of its 454 
axes (or “dimensions”). Whilst the full structure of cube data can be described in 455 
SDMX, the actual “data” specification of SDMX takes a slightly narrower view of these 456 
requirements in its version 2.0 specifications for the purposes of formatting the data for 457 
transmission. The view of data in most SDMX formats is primarily as time series – that 458 
is, as a set of observations which are organized around the time dimension, so that 459 
each observation occurs progressively through time. This is a clear way of organizing 460 
statistical data of many types, and has been proven to be a useful way of organizing 461 
data for exchange between counterparties.  462 
 463 
There are, however, some types of statistical data which are not typically organized for 464 
exchange in this way – what we term “cross-sectional” data, where data are organized 465 
around some other, non-time dimension of the cube. SDMX provides support for cross-466 
sectional views of data cubes. If this type of a data structure is described – and if it has 467 
time as a dimension within the cube - then that data will be expressible in SDMX 468 
formats which are either organized along the chosen non-time dimension, or along 469 
time as a dimension. This approach gives time-series-based systems the ability to 470 
process many cross-sectional data sets as well as time series.  471 
 472 
Another type of structure commonly found in statistical “cubes” of data is the 473 
hierarchical classification, used to describe the points along any of its dimensions (or 474 
axes). In the 1.0 version, SDMX standards did not provide full support for this 475 
functionality. The introduction of these hierarchical classifications is present in the 476 
current version of the standard. 477 
 478 
Further, there is support for the expression of functional dependencies between the 479 
various dimensions of a cube, giving support for better processing of “sparse cubes”. 480 
This is an aspect of “constraints”, which allow for the framing of a cube region, or for 481 
the provision of a set of valid keys within the total set of keys described by the key 482 
family. 483 
 484 

3.4.2 Notes on Reference Metadata Structuring 485 
Metadata structures are based on the idea that concepts can be organised into 486 
semantic and presentational hierarchies, and that these hierarchies can form the basis 487 
for the structuring of XML reporting formats. There are three message types in SDMX-488 
ML which serve this purpose: the Structure message (providing the metadata structure 489 
definition), the Generic Metadata message (providing a single format for any metadata 490 
structure definition), and the Metadata Report message (providing a metadata 491 
structure definition-specific format). Typically, this mechanism is suited to supporting 492 
reference metadata reporting and dissemination. 493 
 494 
The Metadata Structure Definition takes any concept from concept schemes, and 495 
describes how they can be formed into a presentational structure – either as a flat list, 496 
or as a hierarchy. The concepts are assigned representations (coded, textual, etc.) 497 
The “target” of the metadata – that is, the class of process, information, organisation, 498 
exchange, etc. – which is the subject of the metadata is described. Because the SDMX 499 
Information Model gives a formalization of statistical exchange and dissemination, the 500 
model can be used as a typology of the different actors and resources within statistical 501 
activities. Thus, the “targets” (subjects) of reference metadata sets and metadata flows 502 
can be described as corresponding to some standard class by reference to this model. 503 
 504 
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As with data structures, there is a generic format for metadata sets and one that 505 
performs a higher degree of validation, derived specifically from a metadata structure 506 
definition. 507 
 508 

3.5 SDMX Registry Services 509 
In order to provide visibility into the large amount of data and metadata which exists 510 
within the SDMX model of statistical exchange, it is felt that an architecture based on a 511 
set of registry services is potentially useful. A “registry” – as understood in web-512 
services terminology – is an application which stores metadata for querying, and which 513 
can be used by any other application in the network with sufficient access privileges. It 514 
can be understood as the index of a distributed database or metadata repository which 515 
is made up of all the data provider’s data sets and reference metadata sets within a 516 
statistical community, located across the Internet or similar network. 517 
 518 
Note that the SDMX registry services are not concerned with the storage of data or 519 
reference metadata. The assumption is that data and reference metadata lives on the 520 
sites of its data providers. The SDMX registry services concern themselves with 521 
providing visibility of the data and reference metadata, and information needed to 522 
access the data and reference metadata. Thus, a registered data set will have its URL 523 
available in the registry, but not the data itself. An application which wants that data 524 
would query the registry for the URL, and then have to go and retrieve the data from 525 
the data provider. 526 
 527 
SDMX does not require a particular technology implementation of the registry – 528 
instead, it specifies the standard interfaces which may be supported by a registry. 529 
Thus, users may implement an SDMX-conformant registry in any fashion they choose, 530 
so long as the interfaces are supported as specified here. These interfaces are 531 
expressed as XML documents, and form a new part of the SDMX-ML language. 532 
 533 
The registry services discussed here can be briefly summarized: 534 
 535 

• Registration/Structural Metadata Submission:  This registry service allows 536 
users with write access privileges to inform the registry that data sets, 537 
reference metadata sets, structural metadata, or data provisioning information 538 
exists. The registry stores a wide range of metadata about these objects. 539 
Objects in the registry are organized and categorized according to one or more 540 
categorization schemes. 541 

•  Querying: The registry services have interfaces for querying the metadata 542 
contained in a registry, so that applications and users can discover the 543 
existence of data sets and reference metadata sets, structural metadata, the 544 
providers/agencies associated with those objects, and the provider agreements 545 
which describe how the data and metadata are made available, and how they 546 
are categorized.  547 

• Subscription/Notification: It is possible to “subscribe” to specific objects in a 548 
registry, so that a notification will be sent to all subscribers whenever the 549 
registry objects are updated.  550 

 551 
 552 
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4 THE SDMX INFORMATION MODEL 553 

SDMX provides a way of modelling statistical data, and defines the set of metadata 554 
constructs used for this purpose. Because SDMX specifies formats in two syntaxes for 555 
expressing data and structural metadata, the model is used as a mechanism for 556 
guaranteeing that transformation between the different formats are lossless. All of the 557 
formats are syntax-bound expressions of the common information model. SDMX 558 
version 1.0 has based itself on GESMES/TS as an input to the model and formats, 559 
both to build on the proven success of this model for time series data exchange, and to 560 
ensure backward compatibility with existing GESMES/TS-based systems. Version 2.0 561 
expands upon the version 1.0 basis to provide a more comprehensive model. 562 
 563 
SDMX recognizes that statistical data is structured; in SDMX this structure is termed a 564 
"key family". “Data sets” are made up of one or more lower-level “groups”, based on 565 
their degrees of similarity. Each group is in turn comprised of one or more “series” of 566 
data (or “sections” for non-time-series data). Each series or section has a “key” - 567 
values for each of a cluster of concepts, also called "dimensions" - which identifies it, 568 
and one or more “observations”, which typically combine the time of the observation, 569 
and the value of the observation (e.g., measurement). Additionally, metadata may be 570 
attached at any level of this structure as descriptive “attributes”. Code lists 571 
(enumerations) and other patterns for representation of data and metadata are also 572 
discussed, where they are representable across syntax-specific formats.  573 
 574 
There is some similarity between “cube” structures commonly used to process 575 
statistical data, and the “key family” idea in the SDMX Information Model. It is 576 
important to note that the data as structured according to the SDMX Information Model 577 
is optimized for exchange, potentially with partners who have no ability to process a 578 
“cube” of data coming from complex statistical systems. SDMX time series can be 579 
understood as “slices” of the cube. Such a slice is identified by its key. A key consists 580 
of the values for all dimensions foreseen by the key family except time. It is certainly 581 
possible to reconstruct and describe data cubes from SDMX-structured data, and to 582 
exchange such databases according to the proposed standards. In version 2.0, it 583 
becomes possible to more fully describe the structure of cubes, with hierarchical 584 
codelists, constraints, and relationships between key families. 585 
 586 
In version 2.0, the SDMX standards also provide a view of reference metadata: a 587 
mechanism for referencing the meaningful “objects” within the SDMX view of statistical 588 
exchange processes (data providers, structures, provisioning agreements, dataflows, 589 
metadata flows, etc.) to which metadata is attached; a mechanism for describing a set 590 
of meaningful concepts, of organizing them into a presentational structure, and of 591 
indicating how their values are represented.  This is based on a simple, hierarchical 592 
view of reference metadata which is common to many metadata systems and 593 
classification/categorization schemes. SDMX provides a model (and XML formats) for 594 
both describing reference metadata structures, and of reporting reference metadata 595 
according to those structures. 596 
 597 
Version 2.0 also introduces support for metadata related to the process aspects of 598 
statistical exchange. A step-by-step process can be modelled; information about who 599 
is providing data and reference metadata and how they are providing it can be 600 
expressed; and the technical aspects of service-level agreements (and similar types of 601 
provisioning agreements) can be represented.  602 
 603 
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The SDMX Information Model formally describes all of the objects listed above, so as 604 
to present a standard view of the statistical exchange process.  605 
 606 
The SDMX Information Model is presented using UML, and is also described in prose. 607 
While the information model is not normative, it is a valuable tool for understanding 608 
and using the normative format specifications. 609 
 610 

5 SDMX-EDI 611 

The SDMX-EDI format is drawn from the GESMES/TS version 3.0 implementation 612 
guide, as published as a standard of the SDMX initiative.  613 
 614 

1. Structure Definition: All SDMX-EDI express the data and structural metadata 615 
covered by the SDMX information model in a UN/EDIFACT format. 616 

 617 
2. Compact Data: Optimized for the batch exchange of large amounts of time 618 

series data between counterparties, it allows for extremely compact expression 619 
of large whole or partial data sets, and the structural metadata needed to 620 
understand them. Non time series data, such as cross-sectional, can be 621 
supported if represented as repackaged time series. 622 

 623 
The SDMX Information Model provides the constructs which are found in the EDIFACT 624 
syntax used for SDMX-EDI, and those found in the XML syntax of SDMX-ML. Since 625 
both syntactic implementations reflect the same logical constructs, SDMX-EDI data 626 
and metadata messages can be transformed into corresponding SDMX-ML formats, 627 
and vice-versa. Thus, these standards provide for interoperability between the 628 
EDIFACT- and XML-based systems processing and exchanging statistical data and 629 
metadata. 630 
 631 

6 SDMX-ML 632 

While the SDMX-EDI format is primarily designed to support batch exchange, SDMX-633 
ML must support a wider range of requirements. XML formats are used for many 634 
different types of automated processing, and thus must support more varied 635 
processing scenarios. That is why there are several types of messages available as 636 
SDMX-ML formats. Each is suited to support a specific set of processing requirements.  637 
 638 

1. Structure Definition: All SDMX-ML message types share a common XML 639 
expression of the metadata needed to understand and process a data set or 640 
metadata set, and additional metadata about categorization schemes and 641 
organisations is included. Also, the structural aspects of data and metadata 642 
provision – dataflows and metadataflows – can be described using this format. 643 

 644 
2. Generic Data: All statistical data expressible in SDMX-ML can be marked up 645 

according to this data format, in agreement with the contents of a Structure 646 
Definition message. It is designed for data provision on websites and in any 647 
scenario where applications receiving the data may not have detailed 648 
understanding of the data set's structure before they obtain the data set itself. 649 
Data marked up in this format are not particularly compact, but they make 650 
easily available all aspects of the data set. This format does not provide strict 651 
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validation between the data set and its structural definition using a generic XML 652 
parser. 653 

 654 
3. Compact Data: This format is specific to the key family of the data set it 655 

encodes, and is created by following mappings between the metadata 656 
constructs defined in the Structure Definition message and the compact format. 657 
It supports the exchange of large data sets in XML format (similar to SDMX-658 
EDI), and allows for the transmission of partial data sets (incremental updates) 659 
as well as whole data sets.  660 

 661 
4. Utility Data: Many XML tools and technologies have expectations about the 662 

functions performed by an XML schema, one of which is a very direct 663 
relationship between the XML constructs described in the XML schema and the 664 
tagged data in the XML instance. Strong datatyping is also considered normal, 665 
supporting full validation of the tagged data. This message type, like the 666 
Compact Data message, is specific to the key family of the data set, but is 667 
designed to support validation and other expected XML schema functions. It is 668 
also derived from the Structure Definition message through the implementation 669 
of a set of standard mappings. It requires that a data set be complete in order 670 
to validate with an XML parser.  671 

 672 
5. Cross-Sectional Data:  Unlike data oriented towards processing as time series, 673 

some statistical data consists of large numbers of observations at a single point 674 
in time. This message type, like the Compact Data message, is specific to the 675 
key family of the data set, but is oriented for this different packaging of data. 676 
The cross-sectional format is based on the same data set structure description 677 
as other (time series) formats, so that searches can be made across time 678 
series data, and then formatted for this type of processing if desired.  679 

 680 
6. Generic Metadata: All reference metadata expressible in SDMX-ML format can 681 

be marked up according to this schema. It performs only a minimum of 682 
validation, and is somewhat verbose, but it does support the creation of generic 683 
software tools and services for processing reference metadata. 684 

 685 
7. Metadata Report: For each metadata structure definition, an XML schema 686 

specific to that structure can be created, to perform validation on sets of 687 
reported metadata. This structure is less verbose than the Generic Metadata 688 
format, and is probably easier to use, because the XML mark-up relates directly 689 
to the reported concepts. It corresponds to the Utility format for data in its 690 
approach to the use of XML. 691 

 692 
8. Query: Data and metadata are often published in databases which are 693 

available on the web. Thus, it is necessary to have a standard query document 694 
which allows the databases to be queried, and return an SDMX-ML message. 695 
The Query document is an implementation of the SDMX Information Model for 696 
use in web services and database-driven applications, allowing for a standard 697 
request to be sent to data providers using these technologies.  698 

 699 
9. Registry: All of the possible interactions with the SDMX registry services are 700 

supported using SDMX-ML interfaces. These documents are almost all based 701 
on a synchronous exchange of documents – a “request” message answered by 702 
a “response” message. There are two basic types of request – a “Submit”, 703 
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which writes metadata to the registry services, and a “Query”, which is used to 704 
discover that metadata. Registry interactions provide formats for all types of 705 
provisioning metadata, as well as for subscription/notification, structural 706 
metadata, and data and metadata registration. 707 

 708 
Because all of the SDMX-ML formats are implementations of the same information 709 
model, and all the data and metadata messages are derivable from the Structure 710 
Definition message which describes a data set or metadata set, it is possible to have 711 
standard mappings between each of the similar formats. These mappings can be 712 
implemented in generic transformation tools, useful to all SDMX-ML users, and not 713 
specific to a particular data set’s key family or metadata set’s structure definition  (even 714 
though some of the formats they deal with may be). Part of the SDMX-ML package is 715 
the set of mappings between the key family-specific data formats and the Structure 716 
Definition format from which all are derivable. 717 
 718 

7 CONFORMANCE  719 
This section is a normative statement of what applications must do to be considered 720 
conformant with the SDMX version 2.0 specifications. This section addresses both 721 
what application functionality must be supported, and the contents of an Implementor’s 722 
Conformance Statement regarding SDMX conformance. 723 
 724 

7.1 Conformance with the SDMX Specifications 725 
SDMX standardizes the exchange of statistical data and metadata between 726 
counterparties. Thus, conformance is only meaningful for applications which have an 727 
exchange function between counterparties.  728 

7.2 Implementor’s Conformance Statement 729 
In order to be SDMX-conformant, an application must have an Implementor's 730 
Conformance Statement (ICS), specifying the details of conformance. The ICS states 731 
which message types are supported, and how. 732 
 733 
A “message type” is defined as an item from the following list, within groups as 734 
indicated by italicized headings: 735 
 736 
Structure Message Types 737 
 SDMX-EDI Key Family 738 
 SDMX-EDI Concept 739 
 SDMX-EDI Codelist 740 
 SDMX-ML Key Family 741 
 SDMX-ML Concept 742 
 SDMX-ML Codelist 743 

SDMX-ML Metadata Structure Definition 744 
SDMX-ML OrganisationScheme (replaces Agency) 745 
SDMX-ML Hierarchical Codelist 746 
SDMX-ML Structure Set 747 
SDMX-ML Reporting Taxonomy 748 
SDMX-ML Process 749 
 750 

 751 
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Data Message Types 752 
 SDMX-EDI Data 753 
 SDMX-ML Generic Data 754 
 SDMX-ML Utility Data 755 
 SDMX-ML Compact Data 756 
 SDMX-ML Cross-Sectional Data 757 
 758 
Metadata Message Types 759 
 SDMX-ML Generic Metadata 760 
 SDMX-ML Metadata Report 761 
 762 
Query Message Types 763 
 SDMX-ML Query 764 
 765 
Registry Message Types 766 
 SDMX-ML Registry Notification 767 
 SDMX-ML Submit Subscription Request 768 

SDMX-ML Submit Subscription Response 769 
SDMX-ML Submit Registration Request 770 
SDMX-ML Submit Registration Response 771 
SDMX-ML Query Registration Request  772 
SDMX-ML Query Registration Response 773 
SDMX-ML Submit Structure Request 774 
SDMX-ML Submit Structure Response 775 
SDMX-ML Query Structure Request 776 
SDMX-ML Query Structure Response 777 
SDMX-ML Submit Provisioning Request 778 
SDMX-ML Submit Provisioning Response 779 
SDMX-ML Query Provisioning Request 780 
SDMX-ML Query Provisioning Response 781 

 782 
The Implementor’s Conformance Statement must declare for each supported message 783 
type if the application supports read functionality, write functionality, or both. 784 
 785 
If the ICS declares support for SDMX-ML Key Families, SDMX-ML Metadata Structure 786 
Definitions, SDMX-ML Codelist, SDMX-ML Concept, and/or SDMX-ML Organisation 787 
Scheme,  it must also state for each declaration whether structural dependencies on 788 
codelists, concepts, and data providers, and agencies may be included in the message 789 
by reference, inline (that is, present within the message), or both. 790 
 791 
If the ICS declares support for the SDMX-EDI Data message type, the SDMX-ML 792 
Generic Data message type, the SDMX-ML Compact Data message type, and/or the 793 
SDMX-ML Cross-Sectional Data message type, then it must declare for each message 794 
type whether it supports Delete actions. 795 
 796 
If the ICS declares support for the SDMX-ML Compact Data message type, then it 797 
must declare whether it supports time ranges. 798 
 799 

7.3 Application Functionality 800 
To be SDMX conformant, applications are required to perform specific functionality, 801 
according to which message types are supported. 802 
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 803 
For each message type supported with Read functionality, a valid message must be 804 
accepted as input by the application.  For each message type supported with Write 805 
functionality, a valid message must be produced as output by the application. For all 806 
SDMX-ML message types, validity is defined in SDMX-ML:Schema and 807 
Documentation,  Sections V and VI. For all SDMX-EDI message types, validity is 808 
defined in SDMX-EDI: Syntax and Documentation, Chapters 9 and 10. 809 
 810 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-EDI key family structure 811 
message type, the messages read or written must be valid SDMX-EDI instances, 812 
containing one or more complete key families with all concepts and codelists on which 813 
it has dependencies. (Codelists consist of VLI, CDV, and FTX segments; concepts of 814 
STC, and FTX segments; key family definitions consist of ASI, FTX, SCD, ATT, and 815 
IDE segments.) 816 
 817 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-EDI concepts structure 818 
message type, the messages read or written must be valid SDMX-EDI instances with 819 
one or more STC segments containing complete concepts. 820 
 821 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-EDI codelist structure 822 
message type, the messages read or written must be valid SDMX-EDI instances  with 823 
at least one VLI segment containing a complete codelist. 824 
 825 
For all applications declaring conformance for any SDMX-ML structure message types, 826 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root element of 827 
StructureMessage. 828 
 829 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Key Family message types, 830 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances which include an instance 831 
of the KeyFamily element. If support for referenced structural dependencies is 832 
declared, then the application must be capable of resolving references to the key 833 
family’s codelists, concepts, and agencies. If support for inline structural dependencies 834 
is declared, then the concepts, codelists, and agencies must be read or written from 835 
within the key family’s XML instance. 836 
 837 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Concept message types, the 838 
messages read or written must be valid XML instances which include an instance of 839 
the Concept element. 840 
 841 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Codelist message types, the 842 
messages read or written must be valid XML instances which include an instance of 843 
the Codelist element. 844 
 845 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Hierarchical Codelist 846 
message types, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances which 847 
include an instance of the HierarchicalCodelist element. 848 
 849 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Organisation Scheme 850 
message types, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances which 851 
include an instance of the OrganisationScheme element. 852 
 853 
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For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Metadata Structure Definition 854 
message types, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances which 855 
include an instance of the MetadataStructureDefinition element. 856 
 857 
For all applications declaring conformance for SDMX-ML Structure Set message types, 858 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances which include an instance 859 
of the StructureSet element. 860 
 861 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-EDI data message type, the 862 
messages read or written must be valid SDMX-EDI instances with DSI segments 863 
containing the data. 864 
 865 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Generic Data message, 866 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root element of 867 
GenericData or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or more GenericData 868 
elements. 869 
 870 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Utility Data message, the 871 
messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root element of 872 
UtilityData or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or more UtilityData 873 
elements, and be validatable according to an XML schema derived from a valid key 874 
family according to the mappings specified. 875 
 876 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Compact Data message, 877 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root element of 878 
CompactData or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or more 879 
CompactData elements, and be validatable according to an XML schema derived from 880 
a valid key family according to the mappings specified. 881 
 882 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Cross-Sectional Data 883 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root 884 
element of CrossSectionalData or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or 885 
more CrossSectionalData elements, and be validatable according to an XML schema 886 
derived from a valid key family according to the mappings specified. 887 
 888 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query message types, 889 
the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root element of 890 
QueryMessage. 891 
 892 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Generic Metadata 893 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root 894 
element of GenericMetadata or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or 895 
more GenericMetadata elements. 896 
 897 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Metadata Report 898 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a root 899 
element of MetadataReport or a root element of MessageGroup containing one or 900 
more MetadataReport elements, and be validatable according to an XML schema 901 
derived from a valid metadata structure definition according to the mappings specified. 902 
 903 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-EDI data message type, and 904 
support for the Delete action, it must be able to create and/or meaningfully process a 905 
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message where the STS segment has a status-type of “3” (data contents) and a status 906 
code of “6” (delete).  907 
 908 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Generic Data message 909 
type and support for the Delete action, the application must be able to create and/or 910 
meaningfully process a valid SDMXGenericDataMessage with an Action code value of 911 
“delete”. 912 
 913 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Compact Data message 914 
type and support for the Delete action, the application must be able to create and/or 915 
meaningfully process a valid SDMXCompactDataMessage with an Action code value 916 
of “delete”.   917 
 918 
For applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Compact Data message 919 
type and support for time ranges, the application must be able to create and/or 920 
meaningfully process non-first-position observations in a series supplied without time, 921 
and calculate the times for non-first position observations.  922 
 923 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Cross-Sectional Data 924 
message type and support for the Delete action, the application must be able to create 925 
and/or meaningfully process a valid SDMXCrossSectionalDataMessage with an Action 926 
code value of “delete”. 927 
 928 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Registry Notification 929 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 930 
RegistryNotification element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX Registry 931 
Specification.  932 
 933 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Subscription 934 
Request message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 935 
SubmitSubscriptionRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 936 
Registry Specification. 937 
 938 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Subscription 939 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 940 
SubmitSubscriptionResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 941 
Registry Specification. 942 
 943 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Registration 944 
Request message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 945 
SubmitRegistrationRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 946 
Registry Specification. 947 
 948 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Registration 949 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 950 
SubmitRegistrationResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 951 
Registry Specification. 952 
 953 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Registraton 954 
Request message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 955 
QueryRegistrationRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 956 
Registry Specification. 957 
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 958 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Registraton 959 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 960 
QueryRegistrationResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 961 
Registry Specification. 962 

 963 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Structure Request 964 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 965 
SubmitStructureRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 966 
Registry Specification. 967 

 968 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Structure 969 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 970 
SubmitStructureResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 971 
Registry Specification. 972 
 973 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Structure Request 974 
message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 975 
QueryStructureRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 976 
Registry Specification. 977 

 978 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Structure 979 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 980 
QueryStructureResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 981 
Registry Specification. 982 

 983 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Provisioning 984 
Request message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 985 
SubmitProvisioningRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 986 
Registry Specification. 987 
 988 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Submit Provisioning 989 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 990 
SubmitProvisioningResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 991 
Registry Specification. 992 
 993 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Provisioning 994 
Request message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 995 
QueryProvisioningRequest element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 996 
Registry Specification. 997 
 998 
For all applications declaring conformance for the SDMX-ML Query Provisioning 999 
Response message, the messages read or written must be valid XML instances with a 1000 
QueryProvisioningResponse element, and comply with all requirements of the SDMX 1001 
Registry Specification. 1002 
 1003 
 1004 

8 DEPENDENCIES ON SDMX CONTENT STANDARDS 1005 
The technical standards proposed here are dependent on other SDMX standards 1006 
which are more closely tied to the content and semantics of statistical data exchange. 1007 
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The SDMX Information Model works equally well with any statistical concept, but to 1008 
encourage interoperability, it is also necessary to standardize and harmonize the use 1009 
of specific concepts and terminology. To achieve this goal, SDMX will create and 1010 
maintain guidelines for cross-domain concepts, terminology, and structural definitions. 1011 
There are three major parts to this effort. 1012 
 1013 

8.1 Cross-Domain Metadata Concepts 1014 
The SDMX Cross-Domain Metadata Concepts is a content guideline concerning 1015 
concepts which are used across many statistical domains. This list is expected to grow 1016 
rapidly, and to be subject to frequent revision as SDMX is used in a growing number of 1017 
domains. The use of the SDMX Cross-Domain Metadata Concepts where appropriate 1018 
is not a requisite part of technical conformance, but provides a framework to promote 1019 
interoperability among those who are also compliant with the technical standards 1020 
presented here. 1021 
 1022 
The harmonization of statistical concepts includes not only the definitions of the 1023 
concepts, and their names, but also, where appropriate, their representations with 1024 
standard codelists, and the role they play within key family structures and metadata 1025 
structure definitions. 1026 
 1027 
The intent of this guideline is two-fold: to provide a core set of concepts which can be 1028 
used to structure statistical data and metadata, to promote interoperability between 1029 
systems (“structural metadata”, as described above); and to promote the exchange of 1030 
metadata more widely, with a set of harmonized concept names and definitions for 1031 
other types of metadata (“reference metadata”, as defined above.) 1032 
 1033 

8.2 Metadata Common Vocabulary 1034 
The Metadata Common Vocabulary is an SDMX guideline which provides definition of 1035 
terms to be used for the comparison and mapping of terminology found in key family 1036 
descriptions and in other aspects of statistical metadata management. Essentially, it 1037 
provides ISO/IEC 11179-compliant definitions for a wide range of statistical terms, 1038 
which may be used directly, or against which other terminology systems may be 1039 
mapped. This set of terms is inclusive of the terminology used within the SDMX 1040 
Technical Standards. 1041 
 1042 
The MCV provides definitions for terms on which the SDMX Cross-Domain Metadata 1043 
Concepts work is built.  1044 

8.3 Statistical Subject-Matter Domains 1045 
The Statistical Subject-Matter Domains is a listing of the breadth of statistical 1046 
information for the purposes of organizing widespread statistical exchange and 1047 
categorization. It acts as a standard scheme against which the categorization schemes 1048 
of various counterparties can be mapped, to facilitate interoperable data and metadata 1049 
exchange. It serves another useful purpose, however, which is to allow an organization 1050 
of corresponding “domain groups”, each of which could define standard key families, 1051 
concepts, etc. within their domains. Such groups already exist within the international 1052 
community. SDMX would use the Statistical Subject-Matter Domains list to facilitate 1053 
the efforts of these groups to develop the kinds of content standards which could 1054 
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support the interoperation of SDMX-conformant technical systems within and across 1055 
statistical domains. 1056 
 1057 
SDMX Statistical Subject-Matter Domains will be listed and maintained by the SDMX 1058 
Initiative and will be subject to adjustment.  1059 
  1060 

8.4 Non-SDMX Standards 1061 
There are also some other international standards in the metadata arena which will be 1062 
of importance to the use of SDMX technical specifications moving forward. While these 1063 
need not be enumerated here, there is one which promises to be very important: 1064 
ISO/IEC 11179. This standard provides a structure for modelling metadata constructs 1065 
which may be a powerful tool for the interoperation of metadata across systems.  1066 
 1067 
With version 2.0 and the introduction of full support for reference metadata, SDMX is 1068 
positioned to provide a mapping from its own Information Model to ISO/IEC 11179, so 1069 
that other ISO/IEC 11179-compliant metadata systems can consistently use the 1070 
metadata found in SDMX-compliant systems. 1071 
 1072 
Other standards of interest include OASIS’ Universal Business Language, which offers 1073 
guidelines about the creation of XML schemas; and ISO/TS 15000 (ebXML), which 1074 
offers a useful registry specification (parts 3 and 4) and an approach to the use of 1075 
models (part 5). SDMX is actively aligned with these standards. SDMX is also looking 1076 
at how it can align with several other standards. 1077 
 1078 

9 LOOKING FORWARD 1079 

The SDMX initiative sees this set of data and metadata formats and registry services 1080 
interfaces standards as useful in creating more efficient and open systems for 1081 
statistical exchange.  1082 
 1083 
It is anticipated that SDMX will refine these standards further as they are implemented 1084 
in such a way as to build on the interoperability allowed by having a set of standard 1085 
formats and exchanges, based on a common information model.  The review process 1086 
for version 2.0 has suggested that future work could be usefully focused in the area of 1087 
computational processing, especially to support a more complete approach to data 1088 
quality. 1089 
 1090 
 1091 
For more information about the status of this effort, please visit http://www.sdmx.org. 1092 
 1093 


